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Nitrogenase is an enzyme found in many bacteria and archaea that catalyzes biological dinitrogen fixation, the
reduction of N2 to NH3, accounting for the major input of fixed nitrogen into the biogeochemical N cycle. In
addition to reducing N2 and protons, nitrogenase can reduce a number of small, non-physiological substrates.
Among these alternative substrates are included awide array of carbon-containing compounds. These compounds
have provided unique insights into aspects of the nitrogenase mechanism. Recently, it was shown that carbon
monoxide (CO) and carbon dioxide (CO2) can also be reduced by nitrogenase to yield hydrocarbons, opening
new insights into the mechanism of small molecule activation and reduction by this complex enzyme as well as
providing clues for the design of novel molecular catalysts. This article is part of a Special Issue entitled: Metals
in Bioenergetics and Biomimetics Systems.

© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Nitrogenase, found in the bacterial and archaeal domains of life, cat-
alyzes all biological N2 fixation (Eq. (1)), accounting for approximately
60% of the fixed N input fromN2 into the global biogeochemical nitrogen
cycle [1].

N2 þ 8Hþ þ 16ATPþ 8e−→2NH3 þ H2 þ 16ADPþ 16Pi ð1Þ

The industrial Haber–Bosch reaction provides most of the
remaining input of fixed N [1]. Three different classes of nitrogenase
have been reported, with a key difference among the classes being
the identity of the heterometal contained in their active site metal
cluster [2,3]. The most widely distributed and best-studied class of
nitrogenase contains molybdenum (Mo) as the heterometal; hence,
the designation “FeMo-cofactor” for the active site metal cluster,
while the other forms apparently contain V or Fe in place of Mo.
These latter enzymes are often referred to as “alternative” nitroge-
nases because they are not as widely distributed and are expressed
only when Mo is unavailable in the case of Azotobacter vinelandii,
which has the ability to produce all three nitrogenase types. The
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alternative nitrogenases are also less efficient at N2 reduction when
compared to Mo-nitrogenase [2].

Mo-nitrogenase is composed of two component proteins designat-
ed the Fe protein and the MoFe protein [4]. The Fe protein is a
homodimeric protein having two ATP-binding sites, one on each
subunit, and a single Fe4–S4 cluster bridging the two identical subunits
[5] (Fig. 1). Catalysis is initiated when the reduced, MgATP-bound
form of the Fe protein, docks with the MoFe protein, triggering
intermolecular electron transfer and hydrolysis of the two ATP mole-
cules [4,6]. The MoFe protein is an α2β2 heterotetramer, having two
types of metal clusters [7]. One of these, the P (Fe8–S7) cluster, is locat-
ed at eachαβ interface in theMoFe protein near the Fe protein docking
face where it acts as an intermediary for electron transfer from the Fe
protein to the active site metal cluster, called the FeMo-cofactor (Fe7–
S9–Mo1–C–R-homocitrate) (Fig. 1). The FeMo-cofactor is the site of
substrate binding and reduction [8] (Fig. 2).

A proposed model for the nitrogenase macroscopic mechanism
indicates that Fe protein binding to the MoFe protein induces large
protein conformational changes (~800 Å2) within the two proteins
that gate the electron transfer (ET) events [9]. The first ET event is
proposed to involve intramolecular ET from the resting P cluster
(designated PN) to the resting FeMo-cofactor (MN), resulting in an
oxidized P cluster (P1+) and a reduced FeMo-cofactor (MR) [10]
(Fig. 1). In the second ET event, Fe protein transfers an electron to
the oxidized P1+ cluster, resulting in the reduction of the P cluster
back to the PN state and oxidized Fe protein. This model has been
designated the “deficit-spending” model to reflect the creation of an
electron deficit at the P cluster that is then backfilled. Recent results
support ATP hydrolysis following the electron transfer events [11],
although this sequence has yet to be definitively established. The
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Fig. 1. Mo-nitrogenase with cofactors. Shown is one functioning half of the Mo-nitrogenase. The top shows the Fe protein (left) and an αβ-dimer half of the MoFe protein (right).
Shown below are the metal clusters and ATP, with Fe in rust, S in yellow, C in gray, O in red, N in blue, and Mo in magenta. Taken from PDB ID: 2AFK.
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cycle is completed by the dissociation of the Fe protein from the MoFe
protein [12]. A reduced and MgATP-bound Fe protein then associates
again to the partially reduced MoFe protein, and the cycle of electron
transfer and ATP hydrolysis is repeated to accomplish the accumula-
tion of sufficient electrons to affect substrate binding and reduction
[13].

Important aspects of the nitrogenase mechanism includes defining
exactly how and where substrates bind, understanding how electrons
are accumulated, and defining the roles of ATP binding and hydrolysis
Fig. 2. FeMo-cofactor and key residues. Shown is the FeMo-cofactor with key MoFe
protein amino acid side chains. Colors are Fe in rust, S in yellow, C in gray, O in red,
N in blue, and Mo in magenta. PDB ID: 2AFK.
in coordinating electron transfer and substrates reduction. Recent prog-
ress in analysis of both trapped N2 intermediates and C-containing
substrate intermediates are beginning to provide insights into various
aspects of this complex mechanism [14]. Here, recent insights from
the study of trappedN2 reduction intermediates are presented, together
with a summary of results involving examination of the reduction of
C-containing compounds, and how a study of the reduction of such
compounds could provide new mechanistic insights.

2. N2 reduction mechanism

2.1. Accumulating electrons on FeMo-cofactor

One of the key challenges in understanding the nitrogenase mech-
anism is explaining how the FeMo-cofactor accumulates multiple
electrons to activate the system for N2 binding and subsequent reduc-
tion. Kinetic studies revealed that the FeMo-cofactor must accumu-
late 3–4 electrons before N2 actually binds to the active site [15].
The number of electrons accumulated within the MoFe protein is
designated by the nomenclature En, where n represents the number
of electrons received from the Fe protein. A condition of the
deficit-spending ET model described above [10] is that all electrons
passed to the MoFe protein from the Fe protein must accumulate
on the FeMo-cofactor or one of its bound activated intermediate
states [14].

Progress in understanding how nitrogenase accumulates electrons
on FeMo-cofactor has come from recent studies investigating interme-
diates trapped on the FeMo-cofactor during substrate reduction using a
combination of MoFe proteins having amino acid substitutions and

image of Fig.�2
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rapidly freezing the samples during turnover, with subsequent charac-
terization of trapped states using advanced spectroscopic methods
(e.g., electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) and electron nuclear dou-
ble resonance (ENDOR))[14,16–18]. Using these approaches, it has
been possible to trap and characterize intermediates during turnover
with protons, N2, diazene (HN=NH), hydrazine (H2N–NH2), and
several alkynes (−C≡C–) [13,19]. Characterization of one of these
trapped states, the proton turnover state, has provided a provisional an-
swer to the question of how the FeMo-cofactor accumulates electrons
and provides guidance for a likely mechanism for early steps in N2

reduction [16,20,21].
The proton-trapped state observed in the α-70Ile substituted

MoFe protein has been definitively assigned to the 4-electron reduced
state of the FeMo-cofactor (E4) [16,22]. Surprisingly, it was found that
in this multiple reduced state, the metal core of the FeMo-cofactor,
is in the same oxidation state as the resting state (E0) [16]. This
apparent contradiction was explained when it was discovered that
the trapped E4 state has two Fe-bound bridging hydrides [16]
(Fig. 3). Thus, it appears that electrons are located on the bound
metal-hydrides, leaving the metal core of the FeMo-cofactor in
the resting oxidation state. Such “parking” of electron pairs on
metal-bound hydrides indicates that FeMo-cofactor might formally
access only two oxidation states during the catalytic process [14].
These metal-bound hydrides figure prominently in a proposed draft
nitrogenase mechanism, as described in the next section.
2.2. Provisional N2 reduction mechanism

One of the most important features of the nitrogenase N2 reduction
mechanism is the observation that, once bound, N2 is quantitatively
converted to 2 NH3, with no observed “leaked” intermediates for
Mo-nitrogenase [23]. During N2 reduction by the V-nitrogenase, a
trace of hydrazine has been reported [24]. Thus, nitrogenase is designed
to bind N2 and conduct multiple rounds of reduction and protonation
without the release of semi-reduced states. This feature, the ability to
capture a substrate for multiple rounds of reduction, is important
towards understanding how nitrogenase can achieve the multiple
electron reduction of N2 or C-compounds.

The emerging mechanism indicates that nitrogenase catalyzes N2

reduction by the sequential addition of electrons and protons to a
FeMo-cofactor bound N2 [14]. In such a sequential reduction mecha-
nism, it is expected that N2 reduction intermediates bound to the
FeMo-cofactor following even number electron additions (2 or 4)
Fig. 3. Metal-hydrides and the FeMo-cofactor. Shown are provisional binding sites for
bridging hydrides (H−) and protons (H+) on one 4Fe–4S face of the FeMo-cofactor.
All hydrogen species are highlighted in red.
respectively correspond to metal-bound diazene and hydrazine, as
shown in Eq. (2).

N≡N→HN ¼ NH diazeneð Þ→H2N−NH2 hydrazineð Þ→2NH3 ammoniað Þ
ð2Þ

How the electrons and protons are added to the FeMo-cofactor
bound N2 is not yet established. However, a “reductive elimination”
model has been proposed wherein N2 binding to the E4 state involves
the loss of two metal-bound hydrides as H2, with electron and proton
addition to the bound N2 resulting in a metal-bound diazene
[14]. Subsequent reduction of the bound diazene by addition of
electrons/protons would yield a hydrazine bound state and, ultimately,
release of two NH3.

3. Early C-compounds and nitrogenase

3.1. Alkynes as substrates

Among the earliest studies on isolated nitrogenase was the obser-
vation by Dilworth that nitrogenase could reduce acetylene (HC≡CH)
by two electrons and two protons to yield ethylene (H2C=CH2)
[25,26]. This discovery contributed to the realization that nitrogenase
could reduce a number of “alternative” substrates other than just
the physiological substrates N2 and protons [4]. Over the years, the
list of alternative substrates for nitrogenase has grown long, with
common features being small molecules, with multiple bonds. The
C-containing alternative substrate family is the largest and represents
a focus of the current discussion (Table 1). Kinetic and spectroscopic
studies on how nitrogenase reduces acetylene or other alkyne
substrates have provided key insights into different aspects of the ni-
trogenase mechanism [4,27]. For example, it was observed that
Mo-dependent nitrogenase has the capacity to reduce acetylene by
two electrons to yield ethylene, with very little production of the
four electron reduced product ethane (H3C–CH3) [28–31]. In contrast,
it has been shown that both the V- and Fe-dependent forms of
nitrogenase can catalyze the reduction of acetylene by either two or
four electrons, yielding ethylene or ethane, respectively [32–36].
Nevertheless, ethylene is the most abundant reduction product for
all of the nitrogenases when acetylene is used as the substrate.
Although the Mo-dependent nitrogenase does not have a significant
ability to reduce acetylene by four electrons to yield ethane, the
enzyme can be remodeled by amino acid substitution such that it
gains the capacity for measurable formation of ethane as a reduction
product [37]. This observation indicates that the polypeptide
environment of the respective active sites of the various nitrogenases
predominately controls product distribution when acetylene is
used as the substrate, rather than representing a feature of the
heterometal.

Early investigations of the stereochemistry of H atom addition to
acetylene catalyzed by nitrogenase also provide important mechanistic
insights about how substrates are bound and reduced. Analysis of the
stereochemistry of the product (cis- or trans-) 1,2-dideuteroethylene
(HDC=CDH) formed during reduction of acetylene in the presence of
D2O or during the reduction of dideuteroacetylene (DC≡CD) in H2O
revealed primarily the cis-product [25,33,38,39]. This observation
revealed that reduction of bound acetylene occurs by the addition of
both protons to the same side of the bound acetylene [40]. An
enzyme-bound η2-vinyl intermediate has been proposed to explain
this stereochemistry, with H atom addition to one face of the bound
acetylene. This stereospecificity can be perturbed by amino acid
substitutions around the active site of Mo-nitrogenase [41]. Further
insights into the mechanism of acetylene reduction have come from
characterization of the MoFe protein trapped during the course of
acetylene reduction using spectroscopic methods such as EPR and



Table 1
Carbon-containing substrates for nitrogenases.

Substrate Reaction Nitrogenase References

Carbon–carbon substrate reduction
Acetylene HC≡CH + 2H+ + 2e− → CH2=CH2 Mo, V, and Fe [25,32,34–36]

HC≡CH + 4H+ + 4e− → CH3–CH3 Mo, V, and Fe [28–31,34–36]
Propyne CH3C≡CH + 2H+ + 2e− → CH3CH=CH2 Mo [47,49,52]
1-Butyne C2H5C≡CH + 2H+ + 2e− → C2H5CH=CH2 Mo [47,49,101]
2-Butyne CH3C≡CCH3 + 2H+ + 2e− → cis-CH3CH=CHCH3 Mo [86]
Propargyl alcohol HC≡CCH2OH + 2H+ + 2e− → CH2=CHCH2OH Mo [52]
Propargyl amine HC≡CCH2NH2 + 2H+ + 2e− → CH2=CHCH2NH2 Mo [50]
Allene CH2=C=CH2 + 2H+ + 2e− → CH3CH=CH2 Mo [57]
Ethylene CH2=CH2 + 2H+ + 2e− → CH3–CH3 Mo and V [33,56]
Cyclopropene Mo [54]

3,3-Difluorocyclopropene Mo [55]

Carbon–nitrogen substrate reduction
Hydrogen cyanide HC≡N + 2H+ + 2e− → [CH2=NH] + H2O → CH2O + NH3 Mo and V [59,61]

HC≡N + 4H+ + 4e− → CH3–NH2 Mo and V [49,58,59,61]
HC≡N + 6H+ + 6e− → CH4 + NH3 Mo and V [49,58,59,61]
2HC≡N + 8H+ + 8e− → C2H4 + 2NH3 Mo [59,62]
2HC≡N + 10H+ + 10e− → C2H6 + 2NH3 Mo [59,62]

Cyanamide N≡C–NH2 + 6H+ + 6e− → CH3–NH2 + NH3 Mo and V [65]
N≡C–NH2 + 8H+ + 8e− → CH4 + 2NH3 Mo and V [65]

Alkyl nitriles RC≡N + 6H+ + 6e− → RCH3 + NH3 (R=CH3, C2H5 and n-C3H7) Mo and V [47,49,64]
CH3CH2C≡N + 4H+ + 4e− → CH2=CH–CH3 + NH3 Mo [49]

Acrylonitrile CH2=CH–C≡N + 6H+ + 6e− → CH2=CH–CH3 + NH3 Mo and V [49,63,64]
CH2=CH–C≡N + 8H+ + 8e− → CH3–CH2–CH3 + NH3 Mo and V [49,63,64]

cis-But-2-ene-1-nitrile cis-CH3CH=CH–C≡N + 6H+ + 6e− → cis- or trans-CH3CH=CHCH3 or CH3CH2CH=CH2 + NH3 Mo [47]
cis-CH3CH=CH–C≡N + 8H+ + 8e− → CH3CH2CH2CH3 + NH3 Mo [47]

trans-But-2-ene-1-nitrile trans-CH3CH=CH–C≡N + 6H+ + 6e− → trans-CH3CH=CHCH3 or CH3CH2CH=CH2 + NH3 Mo [47]
trans-CH3CH=CH–C≡N + 8H+ + 8e− → CH3CH2CH2CH3 + NH3 [47]

But-3-ene-1-nitrile CH2=CHCH2–C≡N + 6H+ + 6e− → CH3CH2CH=CH2 + NH3 Mo [47]
CH2=CHCH2–C≡N + 8H+ + 8e− → CH3CH2CH2CH3 + NH3 Mo [47]

Isonitriles RN≡C + 4H+ + 4e− → RNH–CH3 (R=CH3) Mo [69]
RN≡C + 6H+ + 6e− → RNH2 + CH4 Mo [49,62,66]
(R = CH3 C2H5, and CH2 = CH–)
2RN≡C + 8H+ + 8e− → 2RNH2 + CH2=CH2 Mo [49,62,67,69]
(R = CH3 C2H5, and CH2=CH–) Mo
2RN≡C + 10H+ + 10e− → 2RNH2 + CH3–CH3 Mo [49,62,67,69]
(R = CH3 C2H5, and CH2=CH–)
3CH3N≡C + 12H+ + 12e− → 3CH3NH2 + CH3CH=CH2 Mo [70]
3CH3N≡C + 14H+ + 14e− → 3CH3NH2 + CH3–CH2–CH3 Mo [70]
CH3C≡N + 2H+ + 2e− → [CH3N=CH2] + H2O → CH2O?? + CH3NH2 (?) Mo [69]
CH3N≡C + CO + 8H+ + 8e− → CH3NH2 + CH2=CH2 + H2O (???) Mo [39,62,69]
CH3N≡C + CO + 10H+ + 10e− → CH3NH2 + CH3–CH3 + H2O (???)

Diazirine Mo [71]

Mo [71]

Dimethyldiazene CH3N = NCH3 + 6H+ + 6e− → CH3NH2 + NH3 + CH4 Mo [71]

Carbon–chalcogen substrate reduction
Carbon monoxide C≡O + 6H+ + 6e− → CH4 + H2O Mo and V [93,94]

2C≡O + 8H+ + 8e− → CH2=CH2 + 2H2O Mo and V [91,93,94]
2C≡O + 10H+ + 10e− → CH3–CH3 + 2H2O Mo and V [91,93,94]
3C≡O + 12H+ + 12e− → CH3CH=CH2 + 3H2O Mo and V [92–94]
3C≡O + 14H+ + 14e− → CH3CH2CH3 + 3H2O Mo and V [91–94]
4C≡O + 16H+ + 16e− → CH3CH2CH=CH2 or (CH3)2C=CH2 + 4H2O Mo and V [93,94]
4C≡O + 18H+ + 18e− → CH3CH2CH2CH3 + 4H2O Mo and V [93,94]

Carbonyl sulfide S = C = O + 2H+ + 2e− → CO + H2S Mo [75]
Carbon dioxide O=C=O + 2H+ + 2e− → CO + H2O Mo [75]

O=C=O + 2H+ + 2e− → HCOOH Mo [102]
O=C=O + 8H+ + 8e− → CH4 + 2H2O Mo [95]
CO2 + HC≡CH + 8H+ + 8e− → CH3CH=CH2 + 2H2O Mo [95]
CO2 + HC≡CH + 10H+ + 10e− → CH3–CH2–CH3 + 2H2O Mo [95]

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued)

Substrate Reaction Nitrogenase References

Carbon disulfide S = C = S + ?H+ + ?e− → C?? + ?H2S Mo [74]
Thiocyanate S=C=N− + 3H+ + 2e− → HC≡N + H2S Mo [74]
Cyanate O=C=N− + 3H+ + 2e− → HC≡N + H2O Mo [74]

O=C=N− + 3H+ + 2e− → CO + NH3 Mo [74]
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ENDOR [42–45]. To summarize a number of such studies, it appears that
the trapped state corresponds to the two electron reduced product eth-
ylene bound to one or more Fe atoms of the FeMo-cofactor [42].

Another important mechanistic insight that has come from kinetic
studies of acetylene reduction by nitrogenase is the revelation that
there are likely two binding sites for acetylene in both the Mo- and
Fe-nitrogenases, whereas it appears that the V-nitrogenase has
only one observable acetylene binding site [2,4]. Kinetic studies of
acetylene reduction and inhibition using Mo-nitrogenase with an
amino acid substitution suggested acetylene binding at a Fe4–S4 face
of the FeMo-cofactor [46].

In addition to acetylene, several other alkynes have been investigated
as substrates for nitrogenase (Table 1). For example, both propyne
(CH3–C≡CH) and 1-butyne (CH3CH2–C≡CH)were found to be reduced
by 2 e−/H+ to the corresponding alkenes at very slow rates [47–49].
The triple bonds in propargyl alcohol and propargyl amine are also
reduced by nitrogenase to yield the corresponding double-bond
compounds (Table 1), which have provided valuable probes for gaining
insight into where and how alkyne substrates interact with
FeMo-cofactor during catalysis [50–52].

3.2. Alkene substrates

Another important class of C-containing substrates for nitrogenase
includes those containing the C=C fragment. For example, cyclopropene
(Table 1) can undergo reduction to cleave the single bond forming
propene and reduction of the double bond forming cyclopropane
[48,53,54]. The production of both 1,3- and 2,3-dideuteropropene when
the reaction is run in D2O indicated that there must be an isomerization
process of the intermediate derived from the single bond cleavage [48].
Distinguished from cyclopropene reduction, 3,3-difluorocyclopropene
can be reduced by 4 e−/H+ to yield 2-fluoropropene or by 6 e−/H+ to
yield propene suggesting that the ring-opening reaction occurs through
the complete cleavage of the –C=C– double bond [55]. This was the
first reported halogen-containing substrate for nitrogenase. Ethylene is
also reduced to ethane by both Mo- and V-nitrogenase, but at very slow
rates [33,56]. Moreover allene serves as a better substrate than ethylene,
even though it is not strictly an alkene due to the sp-hybridized central
carbon atom [57]. Allene reduction in D2O confirmed the production
of 2,3-dideuteropropene (CDH2–CD=CH2) as the exclusive product
rather than 1,2-dideuteropropene (CH3–CD=CDH), indicating that
isomerization to and reduction of propyne are not involved [57].

3.3. Carbon–nitrogen substrates

Nitrogenase was also found to reduce carbon–nitrogen containing
compounds with triple bonds such as hydrogen cyanide, nitriles, and
isonitriles (Table 1). Isoelectronic to C2H2 and N2, cyanide (CN−) was
found to be both a substrate and inhibitor of nitrogenase [49,58]. It
was later shown that hydrogen cyanide (HCN) is the substrate, while
CN− is the inhibitor [59]. The 2 e−/H+, 4 e−/H+, and 6 e−/H+

reduction of HCNwas observedwith the production ofmethyleneimine
(CH2=NH), methylamine (CH3NH2), methane (CH4), and ammonia
(NH3) as products for both the Mo- and V-nitrogenases [60,61]. The
hydrolysis of unstable methyleneimine led to the production of
formaldehyde and ammonia as the final products (Table 1). The further
reduction of formaldehyde to methanol was not found [61]. However,
very small amounts of C2 products, C2H4 and C2H6, were observed,
which might be derived from an insertion mechanism accounting for
the isocyanide reduction and coupling [59,62]. Reduction of alkyl
nitriles resulted in the production of the corresponding alkanes and
ammonia as products [47]. However, reduction of acrylonitrile, a better
nitrile substrate, can be achieved by 6 e−/H+ or 8 e−/H+, which
resulted in the production of propene and ammonia, or propane and
ammonia, respectively [63,64]. Propane formed in this reaction is
apparently not from the subsequent reduction of propene from the
6 e−/H+ reaction. This is further supported by the reduction of the
4C-containing nitrile analogues, for which the reaction patterns might
be more complex [47]. However, reduction of up to 4C nitriles
demonstrates that substantially larger substrates than N2 and acetylene
can be accommodated by the active site of nitrogenase, even though
the branched versions were not reduced [47]. The production of
1,1,3-trideuteropropene from the reduction of acrylonitrile in D2O
indicates a double bound shift reaction. The mechanism of propane
production is still not clear [64]. Similar 6 e−/H+ and 8 e−/H+ reduc-
tion of cyanamide yielded methylamine and ammonia, and methane
and ammonia, respectively. Higher electron flux conditions favor the
8 e− reduction of cyanamide [65]. It is noteworthy that D2O promotes
acrylonitrile reduction by increasing the proportion of the total electron
flow going to this substrate [64]. This apparent inverse isotope effect
likely provides insights into the mechanism of substrate reduction.

As isomers of corresponding nitriles, isonitriles (also called
isocyanides) can be reduced by 6 e−/H+ to form methane and corre-
sponding amines [39,62,66–69]. The four electron reduction product
dimethylamine has been characterized during methylisocyanide re-
duction [69]. Careful analysis of the ratio between methylamine and
methane from 6 e−/H+ reduction leads to a proposed two electron
reduction reaction similar to the reduction of HCN. The 8 e−/H+

and 10 e−/H+ reductions of isonitriles produced the C2 hydrocar-
bons, C2H4 and C2H6 [62,67,69]. The reduction of isonitriles in D2O
resulted in the formation of C2D4 and C2D6. A sequential insertion
mechanism has been proposed for this coupling reaction [47]. The
production of C3 hydrocarbons was also observed [70].

Cyclic and acyclic diazene derivatives have also been used as
substrates for probing the nitrogenase mechanism [71]. Methane,
methylamine and ammonia were found as products from the reduc-
tion of diazirine and dimethyldiazene. Recently, an intermediate has
been trapped during the turnover of the substrate methyldiazene,
revealing –NH2 and –NH3 intermediates bound to FeMo-cofactor,
supporting an alternating reduction mechanism for N2 reduction
[17,72,73].

3.4. Carbon–chalcogen substrates

Nitrogenase can also reduce carbon–chalcogen substrates such as
carbonyl sulfide (COS), carbon disulfide (CS2), thiocyanite (CSN−)
and cyanite (CON−) [74,75]. It was shown that nitrogenase can
reduce both C=S and C=O bonds [75]. The observation that COS
interacts with nitrogenase as an inhibitor of acetylene reduction
[76] led to the study of the reduction of COS by nitrogenase [75].
These studies demonstrated that nitrogenase could catalyze the
2 e−/H+ reduction of a new class of compounds. The C=S bound in
COS is reduced to form the products CO and H2S. In light of these
observations it was shown by kinetic analysis and EPR spectroscopy
for the COS structural analogues, that the 2 e−/H+ reduction of the
C=S bond of CSN− results in H2S and HCN, and the 2 e−/H+



Fig. 4. Position of α-69Gly and α-70Val. Shown are the locations of α-69Gly and α-70Val

near the FeMo-cofactor, with the van der Waals surface of the surrounding protein
shown as mesh.
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reduction of the C=O and C=N in CON− results in H2O, HCN and CO,
NH3, respectively [74]. Finally it was demonstrated that CS2 can be an
inhibitor of nitrogenase reduction reaction and total electron flow but
also be reduced to H2S and an unknown CS species [74,75].

In addition to these C-containing substrates, carbon monoxide
(CO) was earlier shown to be an inhibitor of all nitrogenase catalyzed
reactions except for proton reduction [4,37,77,78]. This inhibition
holds true for all three classes of nitrogenase. In the presence of CO,
electron flux through nitrogenase is diverted to proton reduction so
that only H2 is produced. CO can also inhibit proton reduction, but
only at basic pH values [79]. The binding chemistry of CO to
FeMo-cofactor is complex and dependent on the partial pressure or
concentration of CO present. In the presence of CO and under
turnover conditions, EPR and ENDOR studies have identified three
different bound states [80–84]. One under low CO conditions
(b0.08 atm in the gas phase or b1:1 [CO]:[FeMo-co] in solution)
called “lo-CO”, which is proposed to be a single CO bound to the
FeMo cofactor, while under high CO concentration or high partial
pressure of the gas (>0.5 atm), two EPR signals are present: hi-CO
and hi(5)-CO [84,85]. Each signal is proposed to be at least two CO
molecules bound to separate sites on the cofactor. The protein
environment around FeMo-cofactor dictates which CO-induced EPR
signals are generated; however there is no correlation between either
the presence or the absence of any of the three CO-induced EPR
signals and CO inhibition of H2 evolution. CO inhibition of H2

evolution may be due to CO binding to a different EPR-silent site [85].

4. Remodeling nitrogenase

4.1. The role of MoFe protein in defining substrate size range

A key recent advance in understanding nitrogenase reduction of
substrates has been the recognition that it is possible to change the
size of substrates that can be reduced byMo-nitrogenase by remodeling
the MoFe protein environment surrounding the FeMo-cofactor [86,87].
Progress in this direction was complex because the dynamic nature of
nitrogenase catalysis presented a particular challenge to the design of
amino acid substitution strategies (remodeling) as a way of gaining
mechanistic insight. Contributing to these challenges were the
following features: (i) no substrates bind in the resting state, (ii) in
the absence of other substrates, the enzyme reduces protons, immedi-
ately returning it to the resting state, and (iii) because multiple
electrons are required for substrate binding and reduction, any popula-
tion of the enzymemust exist inmultiple states (i.e., the reaction cannot
be effectively synchronized). These problems can be partially solved by
freeze–quench techniques using the normal nitrogenase prepared
under turnover conditions. However, the most significant mechanistic
insights were gained by using freeze–quench strategies in combination
with advanced spectroscopic techniques together with remodeled
forms of the enzymes populated with a particular catalytic state [13].
How this was accomplished in the analysis of alkyne and N2 reduction
intermediates is instructive for understanding the recent progress
with expanding nitrogenase reduction of C-containing compounds.

Any amino acid substitution approach applied for mechanistic
analyses must be grounded in one of three approaches, or some
combination of these approaches: (i) serendipity, (ii) rational substi-
tution based on structural information and/or amino acid side chain
functionality, or (iii) genetic selection. Recent work with nitrogenase
has employed all three approaches with some success, but the
genetic selection approach provided the first insight that launched a
key mechanistic advance [88]. The genetic selection approach
employed depended on the assumption, not firmly established at
the time, that all substrates would bind at or near the same place
within the enzyme [4]. It was reasoned that by figuring out where
the non-physiological substrate acetylene binds by using genetic
selection then this would provide a starting place to employ
serendipity and rational design for analysis of N2 binding and reduc-
tion. Because acetylene and N2 both compete for the same electrons
necessary for substrate reduction [78], it was tested, and subsequent-
ly demonstrated, that acetylene can be an effective growth inhibitor
when cells need to obtain their nitrogen source from N2 [88,89]. It
was then reasoned that, because acetylene is slightly larger than
N2, it should be possible to select for mutant strains that produce
nitrogenase that are resistant to the inhibitor effects of acetylene. In
other words, a bacterium that produces a substituted form of nitroge-
nase was searched for that was slightly changed at the active site
such that acetylene, but not N2, is denied access. Perhaps surprisingly,
this approach was successful, ultimately leading to identifying how
access of substrates to the FeMo-cofactor is gated during catalysis,
as well as where and how certain substrates are bound during catal-
ysis [13,19].

In the genetic screen for an altered formof theMoFe protein that has
the ability to discriminate between binding of acetylene (excluded) and
N2 (unaffected), it was surprising that one substitution yielding this
phenotype resulted in replacement of the α-69Gly residue by 69Ser

[88]. The reason this result was surprising was because α-69Gly is not
in the first shell of non-covalent interactions with the FeMo-cofactor.
Rather, it is located adjacent to α-70Val, which closely approaches a
particular Fe–S face of the FeMo-cofactor (Fig. 4). This led us to suspect
that α-69Gly serves as part of a switch mechanism that exquisitely
controls the position of the α-70Val side chain, thereby controlling
access to the active site. Indeed, when the side chain of α-70Val was
progressively shortened by substitution with Ala or Gly, (without
substitution of α-69Gly), progressively larger alkynes (propyne and
butyne) were able to access the active site and be reduced [50,87,90].
It was also found that as access to the active site for reduction of larger
substrates was increased, the ability to reduce smaller substrates was
diminished. Thus, it appears there are three possible roles for the
amino acid “shrubbery” surrounding the FeMo-cofactor in the reduc-
tion process. The first of these is to make the “hot spot(s)” for catalysis
available to a particular substrate. The second could be to lock the
substrate in place for progressive reduction steps, indicating a dynamic
role for theα-69Gly andα-70Val residue positions. A third related aspect
could involve intermediate stabilization through amino acid chain
functional groups. It would appear that locking down the substrate is
particularly important for those substrates that must accept a relatively
large number of electrons for complete reduction, such as N2.
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5. CO and CO2 reduction to hydrocarbons

5.1. Nitrogenase reduction of CO2 and CO

In 1995, it was reported that the wild-type Mo-nitrogenase can
catalyze the two electron/proton reduction of CO2 to form CO [75]
(Table 1). The CO formed in this reaction could be detected by binding
to deoxy-hemoglobin, which provides a very sensitive spectrophoto-
metric assay for CO formation. The rates of CO2 reduction to CO were
low, but the reaction was confirmed to be catalyzed by nitrogenase.
There was no evidence for reduction beyond CO.

In 2010, it was found that one of the alternative nitrogenases
(V-nitrogenase) is able to catalyze the reduction and coupling of
two or three CO molecules at very low rates forming C2 (ethylene,
H2C=CH2, and ethane, CH3–CH3) and C3 (propane, H3C–CH2–CH3)
hydrocarbons [91]. Shortly after, propylene (H3C–CH=CH2) was
found as an additional product of CO reduction by V-nitrogenase in
D2O assays due to an apparent inverse H/D isotope effects for
different product [92]. An additional study using large quantities of
proteins revealed methane (CH4), α-butene ((CH3)2C=CH2 or
CH3CH2C=CH2) and n-butane (n-CH3CH2CH2CH3) as products for
V-nitrogenase [93]. Initial studies with wild-type Mo-nitrogenase
did not reveal detectable reduction of CO to hydrocarbons. However,
it was found that remodeled forms of Mo-nitrogenase could reduce
CO to hydrocarbons [94]. The primary products observed were
methane, ethylene (H2C=CH2), propylene (H3C–CH=CH2), ethane
(H3C–CH3), and propane (H3C–CH2–CH3). Trace amounts of
iso-butene ((CH3)2C=CH2) and n-butane (CH3CH2CH2CH3) were
also detected. In a separate study, it was found that wild-type
Mo-nitrogenase could reduce CO to traces of C2 (H2C=CH2 and
CH3–CH3) and C3 (H3C–CH2–CH3 and H3C–CH=CH2) hydrocarbons
[93]. Mechanistically, it was reported that the hydrogen origin
for hydrocarbon production is from solvent protons rather than H2

[92]. But the D2 partial pressure applied in this study to trace the
hydrogen source of hydrocarbons was much lower than those H2

partial pressures accounting for H2 inhibition of hydrocarbon
formation from CO reduction by V-nitrogenase. The finding that
Mo-nitrogenase and V-nitrogenase have the ability to reduce and
couple multiple CO molecules is consistent with two CO binding
sites being located within the FeMo-cofactor, as had been suggested
from earlier kinetic and spectroscopic studies.

5.2. CO2 reduction

The observation that Mo-nitrogenase can be endowed with the
ability to reduce CO by remodeling the protein environment
surrounding the active site [94], coupled with the finding that
wild-type nitrogenase can reduce CO2 at low rates to yield CO [75],
prompted an examination of whether or not remodeled versions
of Mo-nitrogenase might also be able to reduce CO2 by multiple
electrons to yield methane (Table 1). The α-70Ala substituted MoFe
protein, which earlier had shown low CO reduction rates, was found
to catalyze essentially no CO2 reduction when the reaction was
monitored for methane formation [95]. However, when the doubly
substituted MoFe protein (α-70Ala/α-195Gln) was examined, this
variant showed significant rates of formation of CH4 [95]. It was
confirmed that CH4 formation is catalyzed by nitrogenase and that
the produced methane is derived from CO2 by using 13C labeled
CO2 with analysis of products using gas chromatography and mass
spectrometry.

Because the nitrogenase active site contains multiple binding sites,
at least with respect to carbon-containing substrates and inhibitors, it
seemed possible that a remodeled form of the enzyme might reduce
and link CO2 to another substrate. This possibility has been tested
by preliminary studies in which a doubly substituted (α-70Ala/
α-195Gln) MoFe protein was incubated under turnover conditions in
the presence of both CO2 and acetylene [95]. Analysis of the gas
phase of this reaction revealed catalytic formation of propylene
(H2C=CH–CH3) (Table 1). The source of the C atoms within propyl-
ene was established using 13HCO3

− as a substrate with product
analysis by gas chromatography and mass spectrometry, revealing
that one carbon is from CO2 and two are from acetylene. The rate of
formation of propylene was found to be strongly dependent on the
partial pressure of acetylene at a defined CO2 concentration.

6. Mechanistic considerations

6.1. Thermodynamic considerations

Two aspects of the recent discoveries regarding nitrogenase
reduction of CO and CO2 are particularly noteworthy in providing
insights into the nitrogenase mechanism: the ability to catalyze
multiple electron reductions of substrates and the ability to link two
or more substrates together during reduction. An important feature
of nitrogenase is the ability to carry out multi-electron reduction
reactions of small molecules without releasing partially reduced
intermediates [4]. This point is underscored when the 6 electron
reduction of N2 to NH3 or the 8 electron reduction of CO2 to CH4 are
considered, a situation under which there is little or no release of
partially reduced intermediates. In fact, the ability to carry out such
multiple electron reduction reactions of relatively inert molecules is
unique to nitrogenase among known enzymes and is rare among
any known molecular catalysts. Understanding how nitrogenase
binds and sequesters small molecule substrates to achieve their
multi-electron reduction is not yet understood and is obviously a
key frontier research area within the field. The recent discovery of
the involvement of metal-hydrides bound to FeMo-cofactor as a key
aspect of substrate activation [14] offers an important starting point
for exploring the mechanism of the reduction of both N2 and CO2.

It is instructive to consider the thermodynamics of the expected
reaction pathway for N2 reduction. In the proposed reductive elimina-
tion model, N2 activation results in the “prompt” formation of an
initial metal-bound diazene intermediate with subsequent alternat-
ing hydrogenation to form a metal-bound hydrazine intermediate
with ultimate release of two ammonia [14]. A consideration of the
standard Gibbs free energy change (ΔG°) for this reaction pathway
(Fig. 5) reveals that the first step, the reduction of N2 to diazene, is
the most difficult, being largely endergonic. Subsequent reduction
steps are downhill, with the overall reaction being exergonic.
Nitrogenase must lower the energy of these intermediates by
stabilizing them, almost certainly through binding to the metal
cluster, and, possibly, by interaction with amino acid side chains.
One challenge in defining a molecular mechanism for N2 reduction
is to understand the nature of these intermediates at the atomic
level. Recent progress in trapping and characterizing intermediates
along the N2 reduction pathway has started to provide some insights
into this reaction mechanism [13,19]. For example, accumulating
evidence indicates that each intermediate trapped so far is bound to
one or more Fe atoms. Further, it appears that the N2-trapped state
is early in the reaction pathway and different from the diazene and
hydrazine trapped states [73]. By analogy to N2 reduction, the
reduction of CO2 to CH4 is expected to proceed through a series of
partially reduced intermediates including carbon monoxide (CO) or
formate (HCOOH), formaldehyde (CH2O), methanol (CH3OH), and
methane (CH4) (Eq. (3) with waters omitted) with each step being
a 2 e− reduction.

CO2→CO HCOOHð Þ→CH2O→CH3OH→CH4 ð3Þ

When the standard Gibbs free energy changes for these expected
intermediates for CO2 reduction are compared to the energetics of
N2 reduction, some interesting parallels are apparent (Fig. 5). Both



Fig. 5. Standard Gibbs free energy change diagrams for N2 and CO2 reduction. Shown is
the standard Gibbs free energy change (ΔG°) between intermediates for the N2 (panel
A) and CO2 (panel B) reduction pathways. Also shown are possible energy states for
metal-bound intermediates (lower dashed traces in both panels). All reaction standard
Gibbs free energy changes were calculated from known standard Gibbs free energy of
formation values [98–100].
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processes are uphill initially, followed by exergonic reactions for
subsequent steps. Considering the energetics for both processes, it is
tempting to speculate that similar mechanisms for reduction and
proton addition are operative for both substrates. Understanding
how nitrogenase stabilizes each of the intermediates, especially the
initial high-energy states, and how it captures/stabilizes the partially
reduced states is an obvious area for future exploration. The possible
role of metal-hydrides in both reactions is a lead in gaining insights
into how these complex reactions are achieved.

6.2. Multiple binding sites

One of the more intriguing observations from recent work on the
reduction of CO and CO2 is the observation that carbonmonomers can
be linked to make longer chain hydrocarbons (such as C2 and C3
products) [91,94]. These observations fit with the earlier studies
indicating that FeMo-cofactor has multiple binding sites for some
substrates and inhibitors [4,96]. For example, as described earlier,
studies with the inhibitor CO revealed two different CO bound states
on the FeMo-cofactor, depending on the concentration of CO (so
called hi-CO and lo-CO) [81]. Further analysis of these two states by
ENDOR spectroscopy was interpreted as indicating two binding sites
for CO [82–84,97]. Likewise, kinetic studies with the substrate
acetylene were interpreted as the FeMo-cofactor presenting two
different binding sites [96]. While these, and other studies, suggested
multiple binding sites on the FeMo-cofactor, they were not definitive.
The recent findings involving CO reduction and coupling [91,94]
provide further circumstantial evidence for multiple binding sites
for substrates on the FeMo-cofactor. In both the V-nitrogenase and
the remodeled Mo-nitrogenase, CO reduction can result in the
coupling of two or three CO molecules resulting in C2 or C3 hydrocar-
bon products. One mechanistic explanation for the formation of these
products from CO is the activation of two CO molecules on adjacent
binding sites, with linkage of the activated M-CHx species with C–C
bond formation and polymerization to form longer chain hydrocar-
bons [94]. It should be noted, however, that an alternative mechanism
can also be considered wherein insertion of an incoming CO molecule
with the activated M-CHx species might occur, followed by reduction
to the final product. This latter mechanism would not necessarily
need two unique substrate binding sites. The recent observation of
the ability of nitrogenase to link CO2 to acetylene to produce propyl-
ene [95] could also be interpreted in terms of the two reaction
mechanisms described for CO coupling. Sorting out how two or
more substrates are linked during reduction will be a fascinating
aspect of the nitrogenase mechanism.

6.3. Possible mechanisms for hydrogenation of substrates

There are several different possible mechanisms for how substrates
could be reduced by nitrogenase including through hydride insertion at
an electron-deficient center, protonation of an electron-rich center, or
reductive elimination reactions between the adjacent metal-hydride
(M-H) and metal–ligand (M–X) bond [14]. The recent discovery of
bridging metal-hydrides in nitrogenase suggests possible roles for
such hydrides directly in substrate reduction [14], although a direct
role has yet to be established. Thus, several questions remain to be
answered about the roles of such hydrides including: (1) do hydrides
attack bound substrates?; (2) is there a stepwise proton coupled
electron transfer of the bound substrate or protonation of the reduced
substrate-derived anionic ligand bound to the metallic active center?;
and (3) is there a reductive elimination reaction of the M-H and M–X
(X=C, N, O, or S etc.) to form X–H species? As these different possible
mechanisms are considered, it is important to appreciate that
nitrogenase catalysis might use different hydrogenation mechanisms
at different steps for different substrates. For example, the formation
of both cis- and trans-1,2-dideuteroethylene when acetylene is reduced
in the presence of D2O can be explained by the stepwise reduction
of acetylene first to a bound one electron reduced η2-vinyl
intermediate, which could rotate and be further reduced yielding either
cis- or trans-product [40]. However, the production of both cis- and
trans-isomer products could also be explained by the insertion of
an acetylene molecule into an M-H on FeMo-cofactor. This latter
mechanism might also explain the observation that acetylene
completely inhibits proton reduction [78], by intercepting the M-H
that is destined to make H2. Clearly, much work remains to sort out
details of how nitrogenase reduces substrates and the utilization of
C-containing substrates will be an important tool in these efforts.
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